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Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) 
Coral Reef Conservation Program (CRCP) 

 
Southeast Florida Coral Reef Initiative (SEFCRI) 

Our Florida Reefs (OFR) 
South Community Working Group Meeting 

 
Wednesday, October 15th, 2014, 9 am – 5 pm 

 
Nova Southeastern University Oceanographic Center 
8000 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL 33004-3078 

 
In person: 

SCWG: Alex Sommers, Angela Smith, Dan Clark, David Bingham, Dick Dodge, Jane Fawcett, Jeff 
Torode, Jennifer Peterson, Jim Bohnsack, Jim Mathie, Ken Banks, Kevin Muench, Mason Smith, 
Melodee Smith, Nick Morrell, Rebecca Johnson, Scott Sheckman, Stephanie Voris, Sara Thanner 
Absent: Howard Lustgarten, Arthur Loughran, Manny Toledo, Skip Dana 

FDEP CRCP: Jamie Monty, Meghan Balling, Ben Wahle, Caiti Pomerance, Ana Zangroniz, Karen 
Bonsack 

Facilitator: Heidi Stiller 

Public: Danielle Graham, Rene Baumstark, Richard Jordan, Stephanie Clark, Dana Wusinich-
Mendez, Brian Walker, Diane Howell, Pilar Barrera, Michelle Piccolo 

 

Key points are highlighted in yellow 

Action items are highlighted in yellow and will be labeled as Action Item 

Group decisions are highlighted in yellow and will be labeled as Decision 

Meeting Summary 
9:00 AM – Welcome & Meeting Overview 

New Facilitator Introduction 

 Heidi Stiller – Facilitator with NOAA’s Office for Coastal Management. Will soon be moving to St 

Petersburg. Heidi worked for Florida’s Coastal Office in the late 90s, and has worked for NOAA in 

Florida and North Carolina. She works with multi-stakeholder groups to facilitate their 

processes, and just worked with the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council’s 

ecosystem protection group. 

 NOAA Office for Coastal Management (OCM) – Responsible for providing technical assistance, 

GIS mapping, and facilitation to resource managers. Heidi’s NOAA OCM partner Ann Weaver will 

be working with the North Group. 

Objectives for today 

Overall goal: augment and cleanup the current list of management actions 
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 Share new management actions 

 Take time to think about critical gaps (issues that haven’t been addressed) 

 Work in small groups to tackle one of the focus areas (address gaps, combine, clarify 

recommendations) 

 Report out from each group 

 Discuss spatial planning worksheet 

 Flag management actions that need spatial planning 

Working Group member intros (name, affiliation, favorite coral reef memory) 

 Heidi: spent sabbatical with her dad studying grunts 

 Angela (NGO): saw a huge school of tarpon when she first learned to snorkel  

 Stephanie (Private industry): first got certified as a diver in 1998 and experienced reefs off 

Cancun 

 Jim Mathie (Diving, underwater hunting): first dive was in the Bahamas and two reef sharks 

circled them and he ran out of air 

 Jenny (FDEP): snorkeling off of coast of Saint John – awesome coral colonies 

 Dan (Citizen at Large): favorite diving memory is diving with a whale shark after hurricane 

Andrew 

 Dick (Academia): 1969 diving in FL keys 

 Dave (FWC enforcement): diving in the 90s 

 Jane (NGO): diving off of St Martin with crystal clear visibility, first got to snorkel in the Keys  

 Jeff (Diving): favorite memory is creation of FL Keys NMS – lived in Keys and ran a tropical fish 

company. Seeing difference 

 Ken (Local Gov.): diving and snorkeling off west coast of Jamaica and getting puncture wounds 

from Diadima 

 Sara (Local Gov.): helped with a research cruise in the Dry Tortugas – dove on site with 30% 

coral cover 

 Nick (diving): NGO reef guard putting mooring buoys off Dade County, first snorkeled off south 

coast of England 

 Jim (NOAA): last dive was in Marathon and saw a goliath grouper and 4 lionfish during point 

count – had never seen them before during point count 

 Kevin (Fishing): first worked with Elkhorn and staghorn coral in the Keys 

 Rebecca (elected officials and private industry) 

 Alex (Private business) 

 

9:20 AM – Current Events 

Ken: I work with the Coastal Ocean Task Force (COTF). We had our last meeting of the year last week in 

which we developed interim recommendations. I wanted to give the draft OFR recommendations to the 

COTF members to integrate into their recommendations. The COTF heard a presentation from Billy 

Causey on Ecosystem Based Management, and the COTF members seemed very supportive of applying 

for national marine sanctuary status for the SEFCRI region. We want to put together a COTF subgroup to 

push that forward and gain support from coastal cities and counties. 
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Note: contact Ken if you are interested in working to support this initiative 

Dan: we need to talk to our constituents and explain what we are doing and help people understand 

that A) this process is being driven by stakeholders, and B) when we talk about a sanctuary, we don’t 

mean creating a no-take zone over all 4 counties. We need to be very careful about the language we use 

when it comes to marine protected areas, and we need to stay on top of explaining to people exactly 

what we mean to do.  

Another thing is that Sierra Club had a meeting on September 20th – someone from PEW gave a 

presentation on forage fish and their importance. He talked about one of the things they had 

successfully done was working in support of an FWC/Florida Marine Life Association initiative to put a 

limit on the number of sea cucumbers that can be taken. The result was the establishment of a daily 

commercial bag limit of 200 per boat per day (which seems like a lot). SO I think we need to be kept up 

to date on rule changes from FDEP and FWC for the last 4 or 5 years.  

Lastly, there are no rules for people with the right lobbyists. We have best management practices for 

watershed management, but unless they have teeth we can’t actually enforce them. 

Jim Bohnsack: The dredging of Port Miami is continuing. The coral is being covered by 16 cm of sediment 

and the USACE is being sued to take corrective action, but it is unclear what that action is. 

Stephanie: Alert Diver published a report on an MPA that was established in St Lucia that protects the 

best dive spots. In CA, 11% of the CA coast was put under MPA and 20% of the Channel Islands. 

 

9:40 AM – Review of Spatial Planning Worksheet 

Speaker: Lauren Waters, FDEP CRCP 

Goal for today 

 Start thinking about which recs need spatial planning 

 Understand information we need on spatial worksheet 

 Think about datasets needed to inform spatial planning 

OFR Marine Planner 

 Online map-based resource for visualizing data, reef use survey, and supporting CWG 

recommendations 

Spatial planning worksheet 

 Identify which recommendations require use of spatial tool to develop options 

o 2 questions: Is it spatial in nature? Does it require the tool? 

 Spatial options developed from: 

o Spatial features (spatial data) 

o Value of spatial features (# of corals, range of coral density, distance from, areas to 

avoid) 

 Sample dataset 
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o Coral data 

o Fish 

o Diver use 

o Channels 

o Artificial reefs 

o State park boundaries 

Resources 

 OFR marine planner 

 Peers 

 Endnote bibliography 

 OFR presentations 

 SEFCRI advisors 

Notes from discussion on spatial planning worksheet: 

 This sheet will need to be filled out in addition to the Tier 1 worksheet 

 You may have some recommendations that require data that is viewable as a map layer, but 

does not require analysis – the spatial planning worksheet pertains to recommendations that 

require analysis of multiple spatial data layers against each other 

 Outfall pipes are viewable on the marine planner 

 Manoj’s human use data is on the marine planner 

o Once you and your constituents fill out the survey that data will be uploaded onto the 

marine planner as well, so get those survey cards out to as many people as you know 

 

10:00 AM – New Management Actions Brought by Group Members 

New Management Actions (were subjected to the OFR quality check – passage or failure is indicated 

along with the focus area they were assigned to) 

Notes: 1) the wording of management actions here may differ slightly from their actual language 2) 

some of these management actions may have been revised or combined with others later in the day 

(a full table of the management action list as it stood at the end of the meeting is available further 

on in this document) 

1) Enforce bait fishing regulations within beach zones 

 Pass - FDBOU 

2) Establish replicated marine reserves to determine impacts of water quality on fish resources 

 Pass - LBSP 

3) Establish rotational use for popular local dive sites to allow for coral and biomass recovery 

 Pass - FDBOU 

4) Develop a phone app to allow the public to document violations to report to FWC and enforcement 
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 Pass - FDBOU 

5) Establish a no anchor zone on reefs during beach festivals, air and sea shows, music events, etc. 

 Pass – FDBOU 

6) Implement easier regulations for organized beach cleanups countywide 

 Pass - LBSP 

7) Include all state and federal MPAs on FDEP website – present map is misleading 

 Pass - AA/EO 

8) Enforce illegal action taken on piers, jetties, and docks (land based fishing) 

 Pass - FDBOU 

 

10:40 AM – Roving Flipchart Activity 

Goal: identify any gaps in the group of management actions in each category 

Steps: 

1) Break up into groups 

2) Spend five minutes at each flip chart looking at each focus area and writing down any gaps – issues in 

this focus area that have not been addressed by the existing management actions 

Gaps: 

Awareness and Appreciation/Education and Outreach 

1) Education outreach program for coastal and non-coastal communities 

2) Anchoring issues/techniques (education) 

3) Fishing/lobstering education 

4) Greater utilization of new and existing institutions 

5) Lacking reef awareness spokesperson/mascot 

6) Incentive program for fishing rules and regulations prior to obtaining fishing license 

7) Better promotion of outreach/education events at state level (systematic approach – 3rd party 

non-profit) 

8) Targeted education to elected officials on a moving basis 

9) Better education on terminology: sanctuary vs. preserves, etc. 

10) Communication that it’s illegal to anchor on reef (CRPA) to boat buyers, renters, etc. 

Land-based Sources of Pollution/Water Quality 

1) Close exemption loopholes in BMPs 

2) Current legislation information gap 

3) Best practice to retrofit stormwater runoff 

4) Additional trash and recycle bins on beach 
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5) Eliminate one-time use plastic bags throughout Florida 

6) Bottle deposit (plastic and glass) 

7) Start composting program 

8) Integrate communication between county/sewage treatment department with SEFCRI 

9) Create awareness regarding toxicity study (fish) 

10) Require AWT for all human wastewater treatment 

Coral Reef Ecosystems 

1) Enhance existing estuaries, add more estuaries, and restore potential estuarine areas to support 

coral reef ecosystem function 

2) In perpetuity means in perpetuity: NO VARIANCE 

3) Create a monitoring and reporting system for existing artificial reefs 

4) Enforcement protection of coral reef ecosystems 

Fishing, Diving, Boating, and Other Uses 

1) Enhance and improve volunteer program (underwrite education for volunteers) for FWC and 

other agencies 

2) Mandate license fee for divers (like fishermen) so FWC will consider this group a responsible 

party to respond to 

3) Raise all license fees for harvesting in the state of Florida to increase the budget for restoration 

and law enforcement 

4) Suggest voluntary dive fee for conservation 

5) Improve enforceability of Coral Reef Protection Act (anchoring on reef, etc.) 

6) Instruct/mandate course for universal and local safe boating, fishing, and diving practices (good 

etiquette dos and don’ts) 

7) Coordinate law enforcement agencies and clearly define roles 

8) Increase incentives for officer retention to ensure knowledgeable/well trained law enforcement 

staff 

9) Increase internal law enforcement/agency staff communication and coordination to ensure 

collaborative efforts and minimize mismanagement 

Maritime Industries and Coastal Construction 

1) Require all coastal construction projects to contribute to public interest in that estuary/ocean 

etc. 

2) Define port zones that will accommodate future port expansions to eliminate conflict because 

everyone understands expectations for future economic development 

3) Create a government body/oversight committee for coastal construction projects/permits to 

create more checks and balances to prevent impacts to reefs or address them if they do occur 

4) Define what is considered “current” data in the scoping and permitting of coastal construction – 

projects will not be permitted based on outdated information 

 

11:15 AM – Public Comment 
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Jane: (speaking on behalf of Lisa Micelli) I am president of SOS ocean cleanup. I am sad at how hard it is 

to organize ocean cleanups. Why are beach and pier cleanups only held once a year? And why is a 

permit required? Why are fishermen allowed to fish during cleanups? Beach sweepers are not effective. 

We need more garbage cans on the beach because people are lazy. There needs to be education for 

spear guns because young people spear the reef when they miss a fish. We need to educate the youth 

about the importance of healthy oceans. We should hold free family ocean cleanup events. 

Brian: the survey is up and running! You can tell your constituents to take the survey. The more you can 

promote it the more it will take traction and the better our data collection and analysis will be. So 

advertise this as much as possible with large groups. We have lots of survey cards to give out so please 

see me or Amanda or the DEP staff. 

Dan: I’d like to see public comment done twice a day. Drew always misses public comment because he 

goes to the water management district meetings. The Ecosystem Restoration Task Force has public 

comment periods after each phase of their meeting. Also, I’d like you to be required to get a copy of the 

fishing regulations when you buy a fishing license or a speargun. 

Jane: I agree with Dan – my stakeholders can’t get to the meetings for public comment on time 

and we need to be hearing from the people who want to speak. 

Ken: The COTF wants to propose the whole SEFCRI region as a national marine sanctuary and we want to 

build support for a proposal that everyone is behind. We will be going to all the cities and counties with 

a resolution of support. NOAA is currently accepting applications for new national marine sanctuaries, so 

we invite people from OFR to work with the COTF subgroup to develop an application for national 

marine sanctuary status. 

Jamie: You all can work with Ken and sign the application as individuals, but not as the OFR 

working group. Because this is a DEP led group, and because DEP co-manages the Florida 

national marine sanctuary, there is a specific way that we will ask you to do it so that DEP can 

remain neutral in the application process. 

 

11:30 AM – Small Groups: Address Identified Gaps and Refine Lists 

Based on the identified gaps, small groups were given a set of tasks: 

1) Develop new management actions based on identified gaps 

2) Combine management actions where appropriate 

3) Edit or augment management actions that need clarification 

4) Move management actions to more appropriate focus areas 

5) Identify management actions for spatial analysis 

 All new or rewritten management actions must meet the quality check 

Tables assigned to each focus area: 

 Yellow: Fishing, Diving, Boating, and Other Uses 

 Red: Maritime Industry and Coastal Construction Impacts 

 Green: Coral Reef Ecosystem 
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 Blue: Land-Based Sources of Pollution/Water Quality 

 Orange: Appreciation and Awareness/Education and Outreach 

 

1:30 PM – Review of Orange Table Discussion: Appreciation and Awareness/Education and Outreach 

Note: the wording of management actions here may differ slightly from their actual language 

 Edit: Create educational program for non-coastal communities… 

To 

o Create educational program for COASTAL and non-coastal communities… 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Increase signage at marinas, ramps, etc. 

To 

o Increase signage at marinas, ramps, etc. on FISHING REGS AND ANCHORING 

TECHNIQUES to increase awareness of best management 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Develop coral ecosystem education for political entities… 

To 

o Develop coral ecosystem education for political entities AND ELECTED OFFICIALS 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Institute statewide educational program about marine protected area… when people apply 

for a boating license 

To 

o Institute statewide educational program about marine protected area… when people 

apply for a boating AND FISHING license 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Remove from list and remediate to orphan pile: Implement communication and cooperation 

between local state and fed agencies affecting coral ecosystems 

o Pass 

 

2:00 PM – Review of Green Table’s Discussion: Coral Reef Ecosystem 

 New: Enhance existing estuaries, add more estuaries and restore potential estuarine areas 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Increase capacity for enforcement of existing conservation efforts 

o Pass (Quality Check) and move to FDBOU 

 New: Create monitoring and reporting systems for existing and new artificial reefs 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Reduce alien species through regulations on removal 

To 

o Reduce EXOTIC AND INVASIVE  species through regulations on removal 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Protect nearshore juvenile fish habitat 
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To 

o Protect nearshore juvenile fish habitat from RENOURISHMENT PROJECTS 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Move to LBSP/WQ: Remove phosphate damaging chemical treatments 

o Pass 

 Combine: 1) Develop strategies for coral population enhancement through restocking and larval 

enhancement 2) Develop coral nurseries 

To 

o Develop strategies for coral population enhancement through restocking and larval 

enhancement and nurseries 

 Pass (Quality Check/Combination) 

 Clarify: All recommendations with language pertaining to MPAs (marine reserves, multiple use, 

zoned MPA) 

 

Action Item: Meghan will create a google doc of the updated management action spreadsheet so that 

there is one working copy that shows who is working on what 

 

2:45 PM – Review of Blue Table Discussion: Land-Based Sources of Pollution/Water Quality 

 New: Develop and improve water quality monitoring to include offshore reef areas 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Develop TMDLs and mass balance for water going to tide 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Reduce yard clippings and other yard waste from entering waterways 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Provide additional recycle bins and trash cans on beaches and waterside parks to reduce 

trash pollution 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Institute a Florida-wide ban on plastic bags 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Create deposit sites for plastic and glass bottles 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Use existing Best Management Practices (BMPs) to retrofit stormwater runoff 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Create city wide compost programs where people can give or take 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 Move to LBSP/WQ: Create awareness regarding a toxicity study (Pass) 

 Move to MICCI: Eliminate offshore sediment from construction (Pass) 

 Move to MICCI: Review shipping and yachting industry sewage dumping rules to ensure 

discharge areas are far from reefs (Pass) 

 Move to FDBOU: Establish replicated marine reserves to determine water quality effects (Pass) 

 Replace: Establish sewage treatment regulations like Monroe county 
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With 

o Revise and amend sewage outfall legislation without 2025 loophole 

 Pass (Quality Check/Replacement) 

 Replace: Improve watershed management 

With 

o Improve watershed management systems… 

 Pass (Quality Check/Replacement) 

 Replace: 1) Prohibit harmful use of pesticides 2) Propose new legislation to ban use of fertilizers 

With existing 

o Eliminate and ban use of fertilizer, weed killer, insecticides 

 Pass (Replacement) 

 

3:15 PM – Review of Red Table Discussion: Maritime Industry and Coastal Construction Impacts  

 New: Create an oversight committee for coastal construction projects and permits 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Define what is considered “current” data in scoping for permitting coastal construction 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Require coastal construction projects to contribute to public interest in the form of 

environmental benefits to coral reefs 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 Replace: Move anchorages at Port Everglades and Palm Beach 

With 

o Move Port Miami anchorage (Port Everglades and Palm Beach anchorages were already 

moved) 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Change shipping lanes in Fort Lauderdale and Miami to steer clear of coral reefs 

To 

o Change OFFSHORE shipping lanes in fort Lauderdale and Miami to steer clear of coral 

reefs 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Combine: 1) Manage beach replenishment projects to reduce burial 2) Limit dredge projects 3) 

Protect nearshore juvenile fish habitat from beach projects 

Into 

o Improve management of beach nourishment projects to reduce impacts to coral reefs, 

make beaches more sustainable 

 Pass (Quality Check/Combination) 

 Edit: Implement uniform mitigation assessment method… 

To 

o CREATE uniform mitigation assessment method TO BE SPECIFIC TO CORAL REEF AND 

HARDBOTTOM 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Edit: Implement removal of various benthic organisms from areas to be dredged 
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To 

o MANDATE removal of various benthic organisms from areas to be dredged 

 Pass (Quality Check) 

 Combine and move to coral reef ecosystem: 1) Remove tires from the reef tract 2) Remove tires 

from artificial reef (Pass) 

 

3:45 PM – Review of Yellow Table Discussion: Fishing, Diving, Boating, and Other Uses 

 New: Coordinate marine law enforcement interagency cross training 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Increase incentives for law enforcement officer retention – reward experienced personnel 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Improve law enforcement management to match assets and personnel to public needs 

and threats 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 Combine: 1) Increase funding for enforcement 2) Increase number of FWC officers 

Into 

o Increase funding for more FWC officers 

 Pass (Quality Check/Combination) 

 New: Reduce lobster bag limit in SEFCRI region during mini season to match Monroe County 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

 New: Simplify FWC rules and regulations to reduce complexity – fish size, etc. 

o Pass (Quality Check) 

The full list of OFR South Working Group Management Actions as of 10/15/2014 can be accessed at: 

http://ourfloridareefs.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/SCWG-CleanDraft-10-16-2014.pdf 

 

4:00 PM - Place Based Management Discussion 

Due to the large number of management actions pertaining to place-based management strategies such 

as marine protected areas, they were sorted into their own “Place-Based Management” focus area 

For the entire list of Place-Based Management recommendations, see the full table of management 

actions. 

 Management actions will have tiers and spatial information worksheets filled out for them – 

they will establish spatial descriptors and values, but the actual siting of any marine protected 

areas will take place after SEFCRI and TAC review because all of this info will be programmed 

into the marine planner. In March you will look at this new information and use the marine 

planner to do marine spatial planning. This will be the whole group doing the siting. 

 

4:15 – Wrap Up/Tier 1 and 2 worksheets online 

http://ourfloridareefs.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/SCWG-CleanDraft-10-16-2014.pdf
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Speaker: Karen Bohnsack, FDEP CRCP 

2 separate electronic worksheets: Tier 1 and 2 

 Access via two separate links 

 Each of you has been assigned a username and password 

o Format: lastname_first initial 

o Password: unique for each person 

 Once you login, select your management action 

o Organized by focus area and coded with a unique code 

o When you pick it, the full description will be displayed 

o Go through and fill out each question 

 You can save and continue later – enter your email and it will send you a link for 

you to continue on later 

 Go back to your email and click the link and you can login again to the point 

where you left off 

 Caveats: the email won’t tell you which management action it is, so you have to open the link 

o Tier 1 and 2 worksheets work the same way 

o Login information is case sensitive 

o Management action title and code will always be listed at the top of each page 

o Unless you hit SUBMIT, your management action has not been submitted – you have to 

see the thank you page to ensure you’ve finished 

Today you are getting a sheet of paper with login and password and directions for how to use the sheets 

online. You will receive live links via email this Friday to start filling them out.  

Notes from discussion on Tier 1 and 2: 

 If multiple people submit separate worksheets for the same management action, DEP staff will 

go through and compile that information for SEFCRI review 

 Of two people collaborate, one person should submit the whole thing because it will look 

incomplete otherwise. You can’t send your special link to another person. 

 Once you’ve submitted your sheet you will not get a thank you email 

 

Homework 

 Get as far as you can with Tier 1 and 2 and the spatial worksheet if necessary 

o MPA management actions will be put in a place based category 

 Keep up your outreach 

Next meeting is November 19th! 

 

 

 


